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#SeeALL is an industry-wide
movement that was launched
September 2019 where AIMM took
over Times Square with the purpose
to drive increased accurate
representation of Multicultural and
Inclusive segments in ads and
programming by prioritizing the use
of cultural insights in content to
better connect with consumers, thus
maximizing corporate growth.

AIMM's Mission

To be a powerful voice that elevates multicultural
and inclusive marketing to promote business
growth in an increasingly diverse marketplace.
Research & Insights
The Los Angeles Times
analysis of the
racial/ethnic and gender
diversity of Emmy
nominees in 19 major
categories from 2015 to
2019 found that

82% of the nominees
were white, including
more than three-fourths
of the acting nominees
and 90% of the writing
and directing nominees.

A 2020 Los Angeles Times Analysis Update on
Emmy Nominations showed that...
Performers of color made up 37% of the total
33% of nominees in the acting categories were Black
Despite accounting for 18% of the population, Latino performers were
not included among the lead and supporting Emmy nominees for
comedy or drama in the last 6 years
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The Campaigns
Within the last year we created
several holistic campaigns
designed with eye-catching
visuals and call-to-actions
across multiple channels in the
marketing, advertising, media,
and entertainment industries.

AIMM's Open
Letter
Published in
the Hollywood
Reporter
Signed by dozens of top influential
marketing leaders and signaled a demand
for change in the industry

To fully communicate AIMM’s message to
key audiences, we developed a holistic plan
that integrated a star-powered PSA aired
during the Emmy's in partnership with Billy
Porter, Lin-Manuel Miranda, Daniel Dae Kim,
Isis King, Jamie Chung and Nicole
Scherzinger, including earned media
outreach, a published influential executive
letter, and a social media campaign.
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Campaign Effectiveness & Results

800M
30M+
1.6M
earned media
impressions

households in New York and
Los Angeles reached

people reached

during and around the Emmy's
between September 19-25

How can you support the campaign?
Donate air time
Donate funds
Augment our reach
Leverage your influencers
Follow @ana_aimm on socials
Maximize your engagement and participation with AIMM

through Facebook partnership

For more information please
contact:
Lisette@Davilami.com

